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IntroductionIntroduction
The bacterium, The bacterium, Shigella dysenteriaeShigella dysenteriae type 1, was  type 1, was 

initially introduced by Kiyoshi Shiga in 1896initially introduced by Kiyoshi Shiga in 1896  (1) (1). . 
Shigellosis is an important global human health is-Shigellosis is an important global human health is-
sue. Currently, more than 100 years after discovery sue. Currently, more than 100 years after discovery 
of the bacterium, shigellosis is still a significant pub-of the bacterium, shigellosis is still a significant pub-
lic health problem. The disease is more prevalent in lic health problem. The disease is more prevalent in 
developing countries with poor hygiene and especial-developing countries with poor hygiene and especial-
ly unsafe water supplies. Humans are known as the ly unsafe water supplies. Humans are known as the 
only natural hosts for only natural hosts for Shigella dysenteriaeShigella dysenteriae. The in-. The in-

cidence of shigellosis is reported to be higher among cidence of shigellosis is reported to be higher among 
children aged 1 to 4 years old. Cellular infection and children aged 1 to 4 years old. Cellular infection and 
clinical symptoms are the results of a large set of bac-clinical symptoms are the results of a large set of bac-
terial virulence factors. The main part of the molec-terial virulence factors. The main part of the molec-
ular mechanism of the ular mechanism of the ShigellaShigella infection is the inva- infection is the inva-
sion of the host cell and intracellular survival. The sion of the host cell and intracellular survival. The 
Factors controlling these mechanisms are encoded in Factors controlling these mechanisms are encoded in 
virulence plasmids and chromosomes virulence plasmids and chromosomes ((2,32,3)). Several . Several 
genes are involved in genes are involved in ShigellaShigella infection, including  infection, including 
ipaA, B, C, DipaA, B, C, D (invasion plasmid antigens). Products  (invasion plasmid antigens). Products 
of these genes are important antigens and the infect-of these genes are important antigens and the infect-
ed host will have a strong humoral immune response ed host will have a strong humoral immune response 
against them. The mentioned antigens are placed on against them. The mentioned antigens are placed on 
the cell surface. The the cell surface. The virFvirF gene (virulence F) encodes  gene (virulence F) encodes 
a 30kD protein that is involved in the invasion and a 30kD protein that is involved in the invasion and 
is necessary for gene regulation of the expression of is necessary for gene regulation of the expression of 
virulence factors. The virulence factors. The virG virG gene encodes a 130 kDa gene encodes a 130 kDa 
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Abstract
ipaD gene is amongst key genes in Shigella invasion, known as an antigen. PA20 protein of Bacillus anthracic 
can be separated from native PA protein during the infection and can be found in the serum of the infected 
patients and make it possible to diagnose the disease. CTxB, a known immune adjuvant, enhances the im-
munogenicity and is mainly used for the production of recombinant vaccines as a booster for immunization 
with antigen. In order to produce a vaccine with the immunogenic properties for the diseases, shigellosis and 
anthrax, different combinations of three ipaD, PA20 and CTxB genes were studied by bioinformatic tools in 
terms of their stability and similarity to the native proteins that are essential for their accurate performance. The 
aim of the present study was to introduce the best combination of the three antigens (ipaD, PA20 and CTxB) 
such that, when they are fused together, have a minimum effect on their structure and activity. Secondary and 
tertiary structures of proteins derived from different combinations of two or three proteins of ipaD, PA20 and 
CTxB were studied by MODELLER and PSIPRED software and the stability and lifespan of the fused genes 
were surveyed using ProtParam software. Analysis of data obtained from different combinations of ipaD, PA20 
and CTxB genes by PSIPRED, ProtParam and MODELLER software showed that the best triple combination 
was PA20-CTxB-ipaD and the best of dual combinations was PA20-ipaD. When a protein combines with other 
proteins, the three-dimensional structure and physicochemical characteristics may dramatically change. Ac-
cording to the results of the present study, PA20 showed a strong stability, while ipaD showed a poor stability. 
Furthermore, all proteins in PA20- CTxB-ipaD combination had maintained their stability and this fusion can 
be used furthermore for vaccine design. 
Key words: Anthrax; Bioinformatics Analysis; Shigellosis; Vaccine Design.
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protein that is expressed in the outer membrane of protein that is expressed in the outer membrane of 
the bacterium. This protein is a cell surface antigen, the bacterium. This protein is a cell surface antigen, 
responsible for F-actin concentration and places the responsible for F-actin concentration and places the 
actin filaments at the end of the bacterium and forms actin filaments at the end of the bacterium and forms 
a long tail. The a long tail. The virBvirB gene is consequently activated  gene is consequently activated 
by the product of by the product of virFvirF gene.  gene. virBvirB gene itself produces  gene itself produces 
a 33k D protein and the protein regulates the genes a 33k D protein and the protein regulates the genes 
transcription in the ipa operon (4,5). They include: transcription in the ipa operon (4,5). They include: 
ipaA gene that encodes a 78kDa protein. The activ-ipaA gene that encodes a 78kDa protein. The activ-
ity of this protein is not completely clear, yet, it is ity of this protein is not completely clear, yet, it is 
recently suggested that it plays a role in actin depo-recently suggested that it plays a role in actin depo-
lymerization in the host cell. ipaB gene encodes a lymerization in the host cell. ipaB gene encodes a 
62kDa protein. This protein after inducing by IpaD 62kDa protein. This protein after inducing by IpaD 
is believed to be recruited on the cell membrane and is believed to be recruited on the cell membrane and 
then makes a complex with IpaC and creates a pore in then makes a complex with IpaC and creates a pore in 
the host cell membrane. the host cell membrane. ipaCipaC gene encodes a 43kDa  gene encodes a 43kDa 
protein that in combination with IpaB and IpaA form protein that in combination with IpaB and IpaA form 
a complex that interacts with the host cell surface a complex that interacts with the host cell surface 
membrane and consequently stimulates cellular sig-membrane and consequently stimulates cellular sig-
naling cascades of the bacterial entry through en-naling cascades of the bacterial entry through en-
dosome. ipaD gene encodes a 37kDa protein which dosome. ipaD gene encodes a 37kDa protein which 
applies IpaB on the surface of bacteria and initiates applies IpaB on the surface of bacteria and initiates 
invasion process (6). The role of ipaD, especially the invasion process (6). The role of ipaD, especially the 
N-terminal, in immunogenicity as well as its key role N-terminal, in immunogenicity as well as its key role 
in in ShigellaShigella infection, makes it as a suitable candidate  infection, makes it as a suitable candidate 
for vaccine design. for vaccine design. Bacillus anthracisBacillus anthracis is a rod-shaped  is a rod-shaped 
Gram-positive bacterium and is able to produce Gram-positive bacterium and is able to produce 
spore. This bacterium is sedentary and grows rapidly spore. This bacterium is sedentary and grows rapidly 
at 37 °C. Anthrax toxin contains three nontoxic subu-at 37 °C. Anthrax toxin contains three nontoxic subu-
nits. Toxicity of anthrax toxin can be observed when nits. Toxicity of anthrax toxin can be observed when 
the subunits become assembled together at the mam-the subunits become assembled together at the mam-
malian cell surface. Lethal factor (LF) and Edema malian cell surface. Lethal factor (LF) and Edema 
factor (EF) are the enzymes that are delivered to the factor (EF) are the enzymes that are delivered to the 
mammalian cells cytosol by the protective antigen mammalian cells cytosol by the protective antigen 
(PA). EF is an adenylyl cyclase causing edema when (PA). EF is an adenylyl cyclase causing edema when 
injected in combination with PA into animals and injected in combination with PA into animals and 
consequently impairs the immune response to infec-consequently impairs the immune response to infec-
tion (7). A zinc protease, LF, cleaves specific kinases, tion (7). A zinc protease, LF, cleaves specific kinases, 
the mitogen activated protein kinase (8,9). LF togeth-the mitogen activated protein kinase (8,9). LF togeth-
er with PA, causes animals to die by a sequence of er with PA, causes animals to die by a sequence of 
events that are still not immediately clear. When PA events that are still not immediately clear. When PA 
binds to a receptor of cells (anthrax toxin receptor), binds to a receptor of cells (anthrax toxin receptor), 

the assembly of the toxic complexes initiates (8). PA the assembly of the toxic complexes initiates (8). PA 
which is bound to receptor is cleaved by a furin class which is bound to receptor is cleaved by a furin class 
of proteases then causes the removal of the protein of proteases then causes the removal of the protein 
(PA20) an amino-terminal 20kDa segment. The event (PA20) an amino-terminal 20kDa segment. The event 
leaves the carboxyl-terminal 63kDa segment (PA63) leaves the carboxyl-terminal 63kDa segment (PA63) 
to be bound to anthrax toxin receptor (10). Contrary to be bound to anthrax toxin receptor (10). Contrary 
to the native PA, the PA63 oligomerizes and forms a to the native PA, the PA63 oligomerizes and forms a 
heptamer that is ring-shaped. The formed heptamer heptamer that is ring-shaped. The formed heptamer 
binds competitively (high affinity) to 1-3 copies of binds competitively (high affinity) to 1-3 copies of 
EF and/or LF (11,12). PA20 and PA63kDa are found EF and/or LF (11,12). PA20 and PA63kDa are found 
in the blood of infected patients and so it can be used in the blood of infected patients and so it can be used 
for the early detection of the disease. In addition to its for the early detection of the disease. In addition to its 
immunogenicity, its effects on the peripheral blood immunogenicity, its effects on the peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMC) increases enzymatic ac-mononuclear cells (PBMC) increases enzymatic ac-
tivity of caspase3 and the induction of the apoptosis tivity of caspase3 and the induction of the apoptosis 
(13). Using anti-PA polyclonal antibodies revealed (13). Using anti-PA polyclonal antibodies revealed 
that 62% of these antibodies specifically bind to the that 62% of these antibodies specifically bind to the 
PA20 epitopes (14). Thus, PA20 can be found as a PA20 epitopes (14). Thus, PA20 can be found as a 
context for new vaccine design as well as treatment of context for new vaccine design as well as treatment of 
cancer with induction of apoptosis. cancer with induction of apoptosis. Vibrio choleraeVibrio cholerae is  is 
an aquatic pathogen causing severe watery diarrhea an aquatic pathogen causing severe watery diarrhea 
or cholera by colonization in the small intestine and or cholera by colonization in the small intestine and 
producing CT enterotoxin. The best known CTxB producing CT enterotoxin. The best known CTxB 
immuno-adjuvant is a candidate vaccine for cholera. immuno-adjuvant is a candidate vaccine for cholera. 
Cholera toxin is a hexamer AB5 protein of 27kDa. Cholera toxin is a hexamer AB5 protein of 27kDa. 
A subunit which has an ADP ribosyl transferase ac-A subunit which has an ADP ribosyl transferase ac-
tivity and a nontoxic 6.11 kDa pentamer protein that tivity and a nontoxic 6.11 kDa pentamer protein that 
binds to the subunit and facilitates its entrance to ep-binds to the subunit and facilitates its entrance to ep-
ithelial cells. When B subunit of CT is administered ithelial cells. When B subunit of CT is administered 
orally, acts as a potential mucosal immunogene (15). orally, acts as a potential mucosal immunogene (15). 
It seems that binding of CTB to the surface of eu-It seems that binding of CTB to the surface of eu-
karyotic cells by a ganglioside GM1 receptor on the karyotic cells by a ganglioside GM1 receptor on the 
surface of cells causes mucosal immune response to surface of cells causes mucosal immune response to 
the pathogen, and when the CTB chemically coupled the pathogen, and when the CTB chemically coupled 
with other antigens, it increases the immune response with other antigens, it increases the immune response 
to the given antigen (16,17). The aim of the present to the given antigen (16,17). The aim of the present 
study was to introduce the best combination of the study was to introduce the best combination of the 
three antigens (ipaD, PA20 and CTxB) when are three antigens (ipaD, PA20 and CTxB) when are 
fused together yet have minimum effect on the struc-fused together yet have minimum effect on the struc-
ture and activity of the others. Development of vac-ture and activity of the others. Development of vac-
cine can be helpful for not only prevention but also cine can be helpful for not only prevention but also 
for the treatment of anthrax, shigellosis and cholera. for the treatment of anthrax, shigellosis and cholera. 

 Table 1. Information of ipaD, PA andCTxBgenes.

genes organism    ACCESSION  Number of nucleotide/
base pair Number of Amino acids Number of immunolog-

ic response amino acids

ipaD Shigella flex-
neri GQ201921  1124 332 107

PA Bacillus an-
thracis AM404332 2,210 735 167

CTxB Vibrio chol-
ere KP037243 375 125 102
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Combination of the three antigens and development Combination of the three antigens and development 
of these three vaccines in one unique vaccine would of these three vaccines in one unique vaccine would 
be economical and facilitates the process of its pro-be economical and facilitates the process of its pro-
duction, shipping and delivery. duction, shipping and delivery. 

Material and MethodsMaterial and Methods
This study was based on the estimation procedure This study was based on the estimation procedure 

with bioinformatic tools, prior to analysis of the se-with bioinformatic tools, prior to analysis of the se-
quence of proteins, related sequences of N-terminal quence of proteins, related sequences of N-terminal 
of ipaD, 1-a domain of PA (PA20) and CTxB ob-of ipaD, 1-a domain of PA (PA20) and CTxB ob-
tained with removing of extra sequences like signal tained with removing of extra sequences like signal 
peptides and unnecessary sequences to immunogenic peptides and unnecessary sequences to immunogenic 
responses from NCBI (Table 1) (18). Then, these pro-responses from NCBI (Table 1) (18). Then, these pro-
tein sequences were applied for bioinformatics anal-tein sequences were applied for bioinformatics anal-
ysis using ProtParam, PSIPRED and MODELLER ysis using ProtParam, PSIPRED and MODELLER 
software. software. 

Analysis of stability and half time of chimeric pro-Analysis of stability and half time of chimeric pro-
teintein

For analyzing different fusions of the three can-For analyzing different fusions of the three can-
didate antigens in terms of stability and half time (in didate antigens in terms of stability and half time (in 
E.coliE.coli, mammals and yeast cells), we used the web , mammals and yeast cells), we used the web 
based software, ProtParam. We gave the complete based software, ProtParam. We gave the complete 
amino acids sequence of all possible fusions obtained amino acids sequence of all possible fusions obtained 
from three candidate antigens (ipaD-PA20-CTxB, from three candidate antigens (ipaD-PA20-CTxB, 
CTxB-ipaD-PA20, etc.) to software and results were CTxB-ipaD-PA20, etc.) to software and results were 
recorded and compared with each other. In addition recorded and compared with each other. In addition 
to the triplex combination, duplex combination was to the triplex combination, duplex combination was 
carried out.carried out.

Analysis of fusion effects in secondary structure Analysis of fusion effects in secondary structure 
of proteinsof proteins

In our study ipaD, PA20 and CTxB were analyz-In our study ipaD, PA20 and CTxB were analyz-
ed solely and in combination with each other. Using ed solely and in combination with each other. Using 

PsiPred software, the differences in the secondary PsiPred software, the differences in the secondary 
structure between two cases were recorded, i.e. in the structure between two cases were recorded, i.e. in the 
given protein itself and when fused to other proteins. given protein itself and when fused to other proteins. 
A custom index was considered to select the best fu-A custom index was considered to select the best fu-
sion of chimeric proteins. By this index high homol-sion of chimeric proteins. By this index high homol-
ogy scores would be considered for a protein. In this ogy scores would be considered for a protein. In this 
condition, when the protein is fused to other proteins condition, when the protein is fused to other proteins 
those differences in the secondary structures (α-helix those differences in the secondary structures (α-helix 
and β-sheets) would be lower than 2 cases. Also, a and β-sheets) would be lower than 2 cases. Also, a 
protein was considered as low homology if changes protein was considered as low homology if changes 
in the secondary structures were higher than 3 cases. in the secondary structures were higher than 3 cases. 

Analysis of changes in three-dimensional struc-Analysis of changes in three-dimensional struc-
ture of proteins in chimeric formture of proteins in chimeric form

To compare the homology of a protein in three-di-To compare the homology of a protein in three-di-
mensional structure, the MODELLER software is mensional structure, the MODELLER software is 
the frequent used program. MODELLER is a pyton the frequent used program. MODELLER is a pyton 
based program used for homology or comparative based program used for homology or comparative 
modeling of a protein three-dimensional structures modeling of a protein three-dimensional structures 
(19,20). This program provides an alignment of a se-(19,20). This program provides an alignment of a se-
quence with known related structures and automat-quence with known related structures and automat-
ically calculates a model containing all non-hydro-ically calculates a model containing all non-hydro-
gen atoms. MODELLER implements comparative gen atoms. MODELLER implements comparative 
protein structure modeling by satisfaction of spatial protein structure modeling by satisfaction of spatial 
restraints (21,22), and can perform many additional restraints (21,22), and can perform many additional 
tasks, including de novo modeling of loops in protein tasks, including de novo modeling of loops in protein 
structures, optimization of various models of protein structures, optimization of various models of protein 
structure with respect to a flexibly defined objective structure with respect to a flexibly defined objective 
function, multiple alignment of protein sequences function, multiple alignment of protein sequences 
and/or structures, clustering, searching of sequence and/or structures, clustering, searching of sequence 
databases, comparison of protein structures and etc. databases, comparison of protein structures and etc. 
MODELLER is available in many versions; in this MODELLER is available in many versions; in this 
study the Modweb (23) that is a graphical and Web-study the Modweb (23) that is a graphical and Web-
based version of MODELLER was used. For our based version of MODELLER was used. For our 

ipaD
107aa

RTTNQALKKDLSQKTLTKTSLEEIALHSSQISMDVNKSAQLLDILSKKEYPINK
DARELLHSAPEEAELDGYQMISHRELWDKIAKSINNINEQYLKVYEHAVSSYT

CTxB
102aa TPQNITDLCAEYHNTQIHTLNDKIFSYTESLAGKREMAIITFKNGATFQVEVPG

SQHIDSQKKAIERMKDTLRIAYLTEAKVEKLCVWNNKTPHAIAAISMA

PA20
167aa

EVKQENRLLNESESSSQGLLGYYFSDLNFQAPMVVTSSTTGDLSIPSSELENIPS
ENQYFQSAIWSGFIKVKKSDEYTFATSADNHVTMWVDDQEVINKASNSNKIR

LEKGRLYQIKIQYQRENPTEKGLDFKLYWTDSQNKKEVISSDNLQLPELKQKSSNSR

Table 1: The sequences of N-terminal ipaD, PA20 and CTxB

Bioinformatic analysis of antigens for vaccine design
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purpose, it was used to compare three-dimensional purpose, it was used to compare three-dimensional 
structure of proteins with their three-dimensional structure of proteins with their three-dimensional 
structure when they are combined with other pro-structure when they are combined with other pro-
teins. To approach this aim, an index called Z-DOPE teins. To approach this aim, an index called Z-DOPE 
was used to determine which of our fusions would be was used to determine which of our fusions would be 
more similar to its natural structure. more similar to its natural structure. 

ResultsResults
1. Half time and stability of chimeric proteins1. Half time and stability of chimeric proteins
The half time and instability index for each fusion The half time and instability index for each fusion 

of three proteins obtained with ProtParam software of three proteins obtained with ProtParam software 
(Table 2). The fusion of PA20-ipaD made the highest (Table 2). The fusion of PA20-ipaD made the highest 
stable protein with II index of 35.26, yet the addition stable protein with II index of 35.26, yet the addition 
of CTxB to this fusion decreased the stability. How-of CTxB to this fusion decreased the stability. How-
ever, the addition of CTxB in case of PA20-CTxB-ever, the addition of CTxB in case of PA20-CTxB-
ipaD caused the lowest decrease in stability in the ipaD caused the lowest decrease in stability in the 
chimeric protein (37.34). Furthermore, when it was chimeric protein (37.34). Furthermore, when it was 
added to the C-terminal or N-terminal of PA20-ipaD added to the C-terminal or N-terminal of PA20-ipaD 
fusion, the chimeric protein showed the highest insta-fusion, the chimeric protein showed the highest insta-
bility (38.87). This reveals that CTxB protein, only bility (38.87). This reveals that CTxB protein, only 
when it was added in between the PA20 and ipaD when it was added in between the PA20 and ipaD 
protein, is suitable for developing vaccine. It shows protein, is suitable for developing vaccine. It shows 
that the position of CTxB protein is more important that the position of CTxB protein is more important 
for stability of this chimeric protein.  The ipaD-for stability of this chimeric protein.  The ipaD-
CTxB-PA20 fusion, however, has 37.34 II index, yet CTxB-PA20 fusion, however, has 37.34 II index, yet 
in comparison with PA20-CTxB-ipaD fusion had a in comparison with PA20-CTxB-ipaD fusion had a 
lower half time in yeast and Escherichia coli.lower half time in yeast and Escherichia coli.

2.  Secondary structure of protein changes in chi-2.  Secondary structure of protein changes in chi-
meric formsmeric forms

The data obtained from PSIPRED software The data obtained from PSIPRED software 
showed that the PA20 gene was most stable in sec-showed that the PA20 gene was most stable in sec-
ondary structure against ipaD and CTxB in the chi-ondary structure against ipaD and CTxB in the chi-
meric protein. However, similar to the results of Prot-meric protein. However, similar to the results of Prot-
Param software, in this case the different fusions of Param software, in this case the different fusions of 
two proteins, PA20-ipaD had the highest homology, two proteins, PA20-ipaD had the highest homology, 
and in 3 proteins fusions, the protein of PA20-CTxB-and in 3 proteins fusions, the protein of PA20-CTxB-
ipaD fusion had the highest homology to their natural ipaD fusion had the highest homology to their natural 
secondary structure.secondary structure.

Table 2: Instability index and half time of different fusions of ipaD, PA20 
and CTxB using ProtParam

 Protein
Fusion

 Instability
Index (II)

 Half time
 (mammalian
 reticulocytes,

in vitro)

 Half
 time

 (yeast,
in vivo)

 Half
 time

 (Escherichia
coli, in vivo)

ipaD-
CTxB-
PA20

37.34 1h 2min 2min

ipaD-
PA20-
CTxB

37.86 1h 2min 2min

PA20-
ipaD-CTxB 38.87 1h 30min >10h

PA20-
CTxB-ipaD 37.34 1h 30min >10h

CTxB-
ipaD-PA20 37.86 7.2h >20h >10h

CTxB-
PA20-ipaD 38.87 7.2h >20h >10h

ipaD-PA20 36.24 1h 2min 2min

ipaD-CTxB 37.71 1h 2min 2min

PA20-ipaD 35.26 1h 30min >10h

PA20-
CTxB 38.86 1h 30min >10h

CTxB-ipaD 37.71 7.2h >20h >10h

CTxB-
PA20 38.86 7.2h >20h >10h

Table 3: secondary structure Homology of ipaD, PA20 and CTxB in different 
fusions.

Fusion CTxB IpaD PA20 Homology

CTxB-
ipaD

+1 helix
-1 sheet

 +1
helix
 +1

Sheet

-------
--- Very High

CTxB-
ipaD-PA20

+1 helix
-

 +1
Helix
 +2
sheet

 +1
helix

- Sheet High

CTxB-
PA20

-3 helix
+4 sheet

--------
---

-
- High

CTxB-
PA20-ipaD

-3 helix
+5 sheet

-3 helix
 +6
sheet

-
-1 sheet Low

ipaD-
CTxB

-
+1 sheet

-
 +1
sheet

--------
--- Very High

ipaD-
CTxB-
PA20

-3 helix
+4 sheet

 +1
helix
 +1
sheet

-
- Very High

ipaD-PA20 ----------
-2 helix

 +2
sheet

-
-1 sheet High

ipaD-
PA20-
CTxB

-3 helix
+3 sheet

-2 helix
 +2
sheet

-
- Low

PA20-
CTxB

-3 helix
+4 sheet

-------
---

 +2
helix

-3 sheet Low

PA20-
CtxB-ipaD

-2 helix
+1 sheet

-1 helix
 +1
sheet

-
- Very High

PA20-ipaD ----------
-1 helix

 -1
sheet

-
- Very High

PA20-
ipaD-CtxB

-2 helix
-2 sheet

-1 helix
 +6
sheet

-
-1 sheet Low
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3. Effects in three-dimensional structure of pro-3. Effects in three-dimensional structure of pro-
teins in chimeric formteins in chimeric form

According to data (Z-DOPE) obtained from tri-According to data (Z-DOPE) obtained from tri-
plex fusions with MODELLER software (Table 4), plex fusions with MODELLER software (Table 4), 
we found that only in two fusions all three proteins we found that only in two fusions all three proteins 
were similar to their natural three-dimensional struc-were similar to their natural three-dimensional struc-
ture. In some cases, software could not calculate ture. In some cases, software could not calculate 
the Z-DOPE index due to high differences between the Z-DOPE index due to high differences between 
three-dimensional structure of the natural protein three-dimensional structure of the natural protein 
such as when ipaD was fused to other proteins, for such as when ipaD was fused to other proteins, for 
instance in ipaD-CTxB-PA20 fusion. In these cas-instance in ipaD-CTxB-PA20 fusion. In these cas-
es, changes in folding and natural three-dimensional es, changes in folding and natural three-dimensional 
structure was too high, that the software could not structure was too high, that the software could not 
identify the protein. However, we found only two identify the protein. However, we found only two 
fusions of these proteins that were suitable for our fusions of these proteins that were suitable for our 
purpose: CTxB-ipaD-PA20 and PA20-CTxB-ipaD. purpose: CTxB-ipaD-PA20 and PA20-CTxB-ipaD. 
However, between these two fusions CTxB-ipaD-However, between these two fusions CTxB-ipaD-
PA20 showed a high score compared to PA20-CTxB-PA20 showed a high score compared to PA20-CTxB-
ipaD.ipaD.

4. Results of adding linkers between fused pro-4. Results of adding linkers between fused pro-
teinsteins

Generally, linkers, especially proline linkers are Generally, linkers, especially proline linkers are 
commonly used in protein fusion as separators of pro-commonly used in protein fusion as separators of pro-
tein because they have limitations in their secondary tein because they have limitations in their secondary 
structure due to their special characteristics. In this structure due to their special characteristics. In this 
study for analyzing the effect of proline linkers on study for analyzing the effect of proline linkers on 
the stability, half time, secondary structures and three the stability, half time, secondary structures and three 
dimensional structure of the selected fusion (PA20-dimensional structure of the selected fusion (PA20-
CTxB-ipaD), we added a proline linker (PGPG) be-CTxB-ipaD), we added a proline linker (PGPG) be-
tween proteins (Table5).tween proteins (Table5).

In none of the cases such as PA20-L-CTxB-L-In none of the cases such as PA20-L-CTxB-L-
PA20, any significant effects were detected for these PA20, any significant effects were detected for these 
linkers on the stability, half time, secondary struc-linkers on the stability, half time, secondary struc-
tures and three-dimensional structure of the PA20-tures and three-dimensional structure of the PA20-
CTxB-ipaD fusion in comparison with PA20-CTxB-CTxB-ipaD fusion in comparison with PA20-CTxB-
ipaD without linkers between proteins as control. ipaD without linkers between proteins as control. 

DiscussionDiscussion
Undoubtedly, nowadays bioinformatic tools Undoubtedly, nowadays bioinformatic tools 

have become an inseparable part of molecular stud-have become an inseparable part of molecular stud-
ies. However, development of bioinformatic tools ies. However, development of bioinformatic tools 
through time seems essential. Many researchers through time seems essential. Many researchers 
are involved in bioinformatic analysis in the whole are involved in bioinformatic analysis in the whole 

Bioinformatic analysis of antigens for vaccine design

Figure 1: Secondary structure of PA20-CTxB-ipaD fusion, 
analyzed with psipred, bottom part of the image shows the details.

Selected fusion 1 2 3

PA20-CTxB-

ipaD

PA20-L-CTxB-

ipaD

PA20-CTxB-

L-ipaD

PA20-L-CtxB-

L-ipaD

Table 5: The effect of position of added proline linker (L) to the 
chimeric protein on the stability, half time, secondary structures 
and three-dimensional structure
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world. Vaccine design needs lots of data analysis. world. Vaccine design needs lots of data analysis. 
Nowadays, recombinant DNA technology helps re-Nowadays, recombinant DNA technology helps re-
searchers to design chimeric vaccines. In some cases, searchers to design chimeric vaccines. In some cases, 
that there is a need for a special antigen to be fused that there is a need for a special antigen to be fused 
to an adjuvant in order to increase its immunogen-to an adjuvant in order to increase its immunogen-
ic response in the immune system. The key point in ic response in the immune system. The key point in 
designing vaccines is to find an epitope in antigens designing vaccines is to find an epitope in antigens 
that immune system could makes humoral or cellu-that immune system could makes humoral or cellu-
lar immune response against it. Soria-Guerra et al., lar immune response against it. Soria-Guerra et al., 
collected and Described various bioinformatics tools collected and Described various bioinformatics tools 
that can be used in epitope prediction (24).that can be used in epitope prediction (24).

 Various studies have shown that the use of CTxB  Various studies have shown that the use of CTxB 
antigen as an adjuvant, in particular, immuno ad-antigen as an adjuvant, in particular, immuno ad-
juvant, increases the immunogenic responses to an juvant, increases the immunogenic responses to an 
antigen that is synthetically fused to CTxB. This antigen that is synthetically fused to CTxB. This 
advantage of CTxB makes it a suitable and favora-advantage of CTxB makes it a suitable and favora-
ble adjuvant for designing vaccine. In the studies of ble adjuvant for designing vaccine. In the studies of 
cellular and molecular activity of CTxB some basic cellular and molecular activity of CTxB some basic 
studies showed that CTxB increases both the humor-studies showed that CTxB increases both the humor-
al (antibody based) and cellular (phagocyte based) al (antibody based) and cellular (phagocyte based) 
immunity (25). In one study, researchers showed that immunity (25). In one study, researchers showed that 
addition of polypeptides to N-terminal of CtxB re-addition of polypeptides to N-terminal of CtxB re-
sults in the decrease of its immunogenicity (26). But sults in the decrease of its immunogenicity (26). But 
another study showed that addition of a 15 amino another study showed that addition of a 15 amino 
acids peptide has no effect in structure and activity acids peptide has no effect in structure and activity 
of CTxB (27).  In our case we assumed that it is nec-of CTxB (27).  In our case we assumed that it is nec-
essary to make a computational analysis of vaccine essary to make a computational analysis of vaccine 
prior to laboratory works. We tried to design a com-prior to laboratory works. We tried to design a com-
bination of these antigens, to avoid the chimeric form bination of these antigens, to avoid the chimeric form 
disadvantages on the immunologic activity. Various disadvantages on the immunologic activity. Various 
chemical and physical parameters such as absorption chemical and physical parameters such as absorption 
co-efficiency, molecular weight, atomic and amino co-efficiency, molecular weight, atomic and amino 

acids composition and indices such as hydrophobic acids composition and indices such as hydrophobic 
and stability for a protein in SwissProt and TrEMBL and stability for a protein in SwissProt and TrEMBL 
or amino acid sequence of a protein can be calculated or amino acid sequence of a protein can be calculated 
by ProtParam software (28).by ProtParam software (28).

 In addition, the half time of proteins can be ob- In addition, the half time of proteins can be ob-
tained with these indices in eukaryotic and prokary-tained with these indices in eukaryotic and prokary-
otic cells. Instability index (II), shows the stability of otic cells. Instability index (II), shows the stability of 
a given protein and its score ranged from 30-50. The a given protein and its score ranged from 30-50. The 
score closer to 50 is indicative of the protein high-score closer to 50 is indicative of the protein high-
ly unstable structure. Generally, if obtained score ly unstable structure. Generally, if obtained score 
is higher than 40, the protein is unstable, and if it is is higher than 40, the protein is unstable, and if it is 
lower than 40, the protein is stable (29). In this study, lower than 40, the protein is stable (29). In this study, 
in order to find the best fusion of given proteins with in order to find the best fusion of given proteins with 
highest stability and half time, the different fusions highest stability and half time, the different fusions 
of the genes were analyzed with ProtParam software. of the genes were analyzed with ProtParam software. 
The secondary structures that can often be found in The secondary structures that can often be found in 
most proteins are α-helix and β-sheets, yet different most proteins are α-helix and β-sheets, yet different 
structures can also be found in some proteins but structures can also be found in some proteins but 
these rare structures are limited to specific proteins these rare structures are limited to specific proteins 
like triple helix structure of collagen that does not like triple helix structure of collagen that does not 
show the previous two structures. PSIPRED (30) show the previous two structures. PSIPRED (30) 
software uses the amino acid sequence and atomic software uses the amino acid sequence and atomic 
spatial of a given protein and predicts the secondary spatial of a given protein and predicts the secondary 
structure (31).structure (31).

 The MODELLER software works by probability  The MODELLER software works by probability 
theory related to the atomic distance potential of a theory related to the atomic distance potential of a 
structure calculates this index that has no affiliation structure calculates this index that has no affiliation 
with other adjustable parameters. Low index shows with other adjustable parameters. Low index shows 
that the protein is most similar to its natural structure that the protein is most similar to its natural structure 
(32, 33, 34). Generally, amino acid sequence of a pro-(32, 33, 34). Generally, amino acid sequence of a pro-
tein and atomic spatial of each amino acid affects the tein and atomic spatial of each amino acid affects the 
stability of a protein. When a protein becomes fused stability of a protein. When a protein becomes fused 

Figure 2: A: Cholera toxin B-pentamer with the ganglioside GM1, B:CTxB, C: ipaD, D: N-terminal ipaD, E: Anthrax protective 
antigen, F: 1-a domain PA20
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to the other ones, due to the changes in atomic spatial to the other ones, due to the changes in atomic spatial 
and amino acid composition, it might harbor multiple and amino acid composition, it might harbor multiple 

changes in protein such as three-dimensional struc-changes in protein such as three-dimensional struc-
ture (necessary to activity of a protein or antigen). ture (necessary to activity of a protein or antigen). 
Subsequently, these changes might affect the activity Subsequently, these changes might affect the activity 
and stability of proteins. To develop a recombinant and stability of proteins. To develop a recombinant 
vaccine that contains three different antigens, it is vaccine that contains three different antigens, it is 
necessary that all three proteins play an active role, necessary that all three proteins play an active role, 
and this subsequently depends on their natural struc-and this subsequently depends on their natural struc-
ture. Amino acid sequence makes secondary struc-ture. Amino acid sequence makes secondary struc-
ture and then proteins folded to a three-dimensional ture and then proteins folded to a three-dimensional 
structure. Proper functioning of a protein depends on structure. Proper functioning of a protein depends on 
the right three-dimensional structure. However, in the right three-dimensional structure. However, in 
the present study all different combinations of these the present study all different combinations of these 
antigens were analyzed in order to introduce the best antigens were analyzed in order to introduce the best 
fusion with high stability and half time.fusion with high stability and half time.

 After analyzing different fusions with ProtParam,  After analyzing different fusions with ProtParam, 
PSIPRED and MODELLER software, the obtained PSIPRED and MODELLER software, the obtained 
data from all three software revealed that PA20-data from all three software revealed that PA20-
CTxB-ipaD fusion had a high stability, half time in CTxB-ipaD fusion had a high stability, half time in 
eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and high similarity to eukaryotes and prokaryotes, and high similarity to 
their natural three-dimensional structure. In addition, their natural three-dimensional structure. In addition, 
this fusion is suggested to the best to be used in the this fusion is suggested to the best to be used in the 
developing of vaccine. The Z-DOPE indices obtained developing of vaccine. The Z-DOPE indices obtained 
from Modeller software showed that ipaD gene en-from Modeller software showed that ipaD gene en-
codes a high instable protein when fused to CTxB codes a high instable protein when fused to CTxB 
and PA20 genes. Also, data obtained from ProtParam and PA20 genes. Also, data obtained from ProtParam 
software showed that the CTxB gene when fused to software showed that the CTxB gene when fused to 
C-terminal and N-terminal of PA20-ipaD fusion, the C-terminal and N-terminal of PA20-ipaD fusion, the 
fusion becomes instable compared to when it is in fusion becomes instable compared to when it is in 
between the PA20 and ipaD genes.between the PA20 and ipaD genes.

 The linker addition results showed that in our  The linker addition results showed that in our 
case, addition of proline linker between proteins has case, addition of proline linker between proteins has 
no effect on the stability, 3-D structure and half time no effect on the stability, 3-D structure and half time 
of the fusions. Recently a similar study has been car-of the fusions. Recently a similar study has been car-
ried out by Honari et al. (2013), that their results are ried out by Honari et al. (2013), that their results are 
compatible with ours (35). They introduced in a sim-compatible with ours (35). They introduced in a sim-
ilar way a stable fusion for STxB, ipaD and CTxB. ilar way a stable fusion for STxB, ipaD and CTxB. 
Their study, also, showed that the ipaD protein is Their study, also, showed that the ipaD protein is 
more unstable, compared to others. And some labora-more unstable, compared to others. And some labora-
tory studies (described above) represents the impor-tory studies (described above) represents the impor-
tance of this study as a new method to determine the tance of this study as a new method to determine the 
effect of fusion proteins in the chimeric form through effect of fusion proteins in the chimeric form through 
a computational approach. a computational approach. 

ConclusionConclusion  
This study was carried out with a new approach to This study was carried out with a new approach to 

discover what happens to a protein when it is fused discover what happens to a protein when it is fused 
to another one. This will be helpful in designing of to another one. This will be helpful in designing of 
recombinant proteins such as fusion protein vaccine recombinant proteins such as fusion protein vaccine 
or drugs. In the present study, the PA20-CTxB-ipaD or drugs. In the present study, the PA20-CTxB-ipaD 
fusion of ipaD, PA20 and CTxB genes among the fusion of ipaD, PA20 and CTxB genes among the 
other fusions showed significant stability, half time other fusions showed significant stability, half time 

Bioinformatic analysis of antigens for vaccine design

Fusion Segments Z-DOPE

ipaD-PA20-CTxB

IpaD

PA20

CTxB

-

-0.6

-1.43

ipaD-CTxB-PA20

ipaD

CTxB

PA20

-

-1.55

-1.42

PA20-CTxB-ipaD

PA20

CTxB

ipaD

-0.16

-1.43

-1.35

PA20-ipaD-CTxB

PA20

ipaD

CTxB

-

-

-1.43

CTxB-ipaD-PA20

CTxB

ipaD

PA20

-1.43

-0.91

-1.42

CTxB-PA20-ipaD

CTxB

PA20

ipaD

-1.42

-0.83

-

ipaD-CTxB
ipaD

CTxB

-1.35

-1.43

ipaD-PA20
ipaD

PA20

-0.37

-1.43

PA20-ipaD
PA20

ipaD

-0.73

-0.15

PA20-CTxB
PA20

CTxB

-0.43

-1.43

CTxB-ipaD
CTxB

ipaD

-1.43

-0.47

CTxB-PA20
CTxB

PA20

-0.55

-1.42

Table 4: Z-DOPE score for each protein in all different fusions. 
in the cases that has shown with (-), resulted in disability of 
software to determine Index due to high differences in three-
dimensional structure of protein in the fusion form. 
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